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Sorry for the multiple emails on a Friday morning. 

 

I am working with the EPA and State Dept colleagues here to develop some 

joint guidance which we should have finalized by Monday regarding the IMO 

media release.  Their respective communications/public affairs offices 

will 

be looped in.  Given the Friday timing I imagine there won't be a lot of 

inquiries. 

 

Also, given the sensitivities surrounding the issue, if there are any 

inquiries, we may wish to keep any answers to the media limited to the 



statement that was previously released which clarified the drifters 

situation. 

 

In the meantime, if anyone has thoughts on what types of 

questions/inquiries may come forward after the media release, please pass 

them along to me so we can fold them in. 

 

Thanks again, 

Allison 

 

On Fri, Nov 2, 2012 at 9:13 AM, Allison Reed <allison.reed@noaa.gov> wrote: 

 

> I will receive an email when the media statement is released and will 

let 

> all of you know ASAP.  It is likely to be within the next few hours. 

> 

> A 

> 

> On Fri, Nov 2, 2012 at 8:45 AM, Jana Goldman <jana.goldman@noaa.gov>wrote: 

> 

>> Thanks, Allison -- 

>> Just want to be prepared in case we get inquiries. 

>> cheers 

>> jana 

>> 

>> 

>> On Fri, Nov 2, 2012 at 8:42 AM, Allison Reed 

<allison.reed@noaa.gov>wrote: 

>> 

>>> Jana, unfortunately there has been no indication as to when it will 

be 

>>> released.  We are closing up the meeting soon, and I will ask the IMO 

>>> secretariat if they have any indication as to when it may occur.  

Suspect 

>>> it would be sometime today. 

>>> 

>>> A 

>>> 

>>> On Fri, Nov 2, 2012 at 8:30 AM, James Turner 

<james.turner@noaa.gov>wrote: 

>>> 

>>>> Well done 

>>>> 

>>>> James M. Turner, Ph. D. 

>>>> Director, Office of International Affairs 

>>>> National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

>>>> 

>>>> On Nov 2, 2012, at 7:21 AM, Allison Reed <allison.reed@noaa.gov> wrote: 

>>>> 

>>>> Colleagues, 

>>>> 

>>>> The London Convention/London Protocol Parties have agreed to a 



>>>> statement of concern over the OF activitiy that occurred off the coast 

of 

>>>> Canada.  NOAA/the USG broadly is not specifically mentioned of course, 

but 

>>>> we are a Convention Party so will be associated with it. It will be 

>>>> released to the media, from the International Maritime Organization 

in 

>>>> London today.  I have attached the media release version. 

>>>> 

>>>> Best, 

>>>> Allison and Richard 

>>>> 

>>>> -- 

>>>> Allison D. Reed 

>>>> International Affairs Specialist 

>>>> Office of International Affairs 

>>>> National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

>>>> 14th and Constitution Ave, NW 

>>>> Washington, DC 20230 

>>>> (202) 482-5144 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>  <OF.StatementOfConcern.docx> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> -- 

>>> Allison D. Reed 

>>> International Affairs Specialist 

>>> Office of International Affairs 

>>> National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

>>> 14th and Constitution Ave, NW 

>>> Washington, DC 20230 

>>> (202) 482-5144 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

>> -- 

>> Jana Goldman 

>> Director 

>> NOAA Communications @ NOAA Research 

>> 1315 East West Highway 

>> SSMC3 #11229 

>> Silver Spring, MD 20910 

>> 301-734-1123 

>> jana.goldman@noaa.gov 

>> 

>> 

>> 



> 

> 

> -- 

> Allison D. Reed 

> International Affairs Specialist 

> Office of International Affairs 

> National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

> 14th and Constitution Ave, NW 

> Washington, DC 20230 

> (202) 482-5144 

> 

> 

> 

 

 

--  

Allison D. Reed 

International Affairs Specialist 

Office of International Affairs 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

14th and Constitution Ave, NW 

Washington, DC 20230 

(202) 482-5144 
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Sorry for the multiple emails on a Friday morning.<div><br></div><div>I 

am = 

working with the EPA and State Dept colleagues here to develop some joint 

g= 

uidance which we should have finalized by Monday regarding the IMO media 

re= 

lease. =A0Their respective communications/public affairs offices will be 

lo= 

oped in. =A0Given the Friday timing I imagine there won&#39;t be a lot of 

i= 

nquiries.</div> 

<div><br></div><div>Also, given the sensitivities surrounding the issue, 

if= 

 there are any inquiries, we may wish to keep any answers to the media limi= 

ted to the statement that was previously released which clarified the drift= 

ers situation. =A0=A0<br> 

<br></div><div>In the meantime, if anyone has thoughts on what types of 

que= 

stions/inquiries may come forward after the media release, please pass 

them= 

 along to me so we can fold them in.</div><div><br></div><div>Thanks 

again,= 

</div> 

<div>Allison</div><div>=A0<br><div class=3D"gmail_quote">On Fri, Nov 2, 



201= 

2 at 9:13 AM, Allison Reed <span dir=3D"ltr">&lt;<a 

href=3D"mailto:allison.= 

reed@noaa.gov" target=3D"_blank">allison.reed@noaa.gov</a>&gt;</span> 

wrote= 

:<br><blockquote class=3D"gmail_quote" style=3D"margin:0 0 0 

.8ex;border-le= 

ft:1px #ccc solid;padding-left:1ex"> 

I will receive an email when the media statement is released and will let 

a= 

ll of you know ASAP. =A0It is likely to be within the next few hours.<span 

= 

class=3D"HOEnZb"><font 

color=3D"#888888"><div><br></div><div>A</div></font>= 

</span><div class=3D"HOEnZb"> 

<div class=3D"h5"><div><br><div class=3D"gmail_quote">On Fri, Nov 2, 2012 

a= 

t 8:45 AM, Jana Goldman <span dir=3D"ltr">&lt;<a 

href=3D"mailto:jana.goldma= 

n@noaa.gov" target=3D"_blank">jana.goldman@noaa.gov</a>&gt;</span> 

wrote:<b= 

r> 

<blockquote class=3D"gmail_quote" style=3D"margin:0 0 0 

.8ex;border-left:1p= 

x #ccc solid;padding-left:1ex">Thanks, Allison --=A0<div>Just want to be 

pr= 

epared in case we get inquiries.</div><div>cheers</div><div><span><font 

col= 

or=3D"#888888">jana</font></span><div> 

 

<div><br><br><div class=3D"gmail_quote">On Fri, Nov 2, 2012 at 8:42 AM, 

All= 

ison Reed <span dir=3D"ltr">&lt;<a href=3D"mailto:allison.reed@noaa.gov" 

ta= 

rget=3D"_blank">allison.reed@noaa.gov</a>&gt;</span> wrote:<br> 

<blockquote class=3D"gmail_quote" style=3D"margin:0 0 0 

.8ex;border-left:1p= 

x #ccc solid;padding-left:1ex">Jana, unfortunately there has been no 

indica= 

tion as to when it will be released. =A0We are closing up the meeting soon,= 

 and I will ask the IMO secretariat if they have any indication as to when 

= 

it may occur. =A0Suspect it would be sometime today.<div> 

 

 

 

<br></div><div>A<br><br><div class=3D"gmail_quote">On Fri, Nov 2, 2012 at 

8= 

:30 AM, James Turner <span dir=3D"ltr">&lt;<a 

href=3D"mailto:james.turner@n= 

oaa.gov" target=3D"_blank">james.turner@noaa.gov</a>&gt;</span> 

wrote:<br><= 



blockquote class=3D"gmail_quote" style=3D"margin:0 0 0 

.8ex;border-left:1px= 

 #ccc solid;padding-left:1ex"> 

 

 

 

<div bgcolor=3D"#FFFFFF"><div>Well done<br><br>James M. Turner, Ph. 

D.<div>= 

Director, Office of International Affairs</div><div><div>National Oceanic 

a= 

nd Atmospheric Administration=A0</div></div></div><div><div> 

<div><br>On Nov 2, 2012, at 7:21 AM, Allison Reed &lt;<a 

href=3D"mailto:all= 

ison.reed@noaa.gov" target=3D"_blank">allison.reed@noaa.gov</a>&gt; 

wrote:<= 

br> 

<br></div><div></div><blockquote 

type=3D"cite"><div>Colleagues,<div><br></d= 

iv><div>The London Convention/London Protocol Parties have agreed to a 

stat= 

ement of concern over the OF activitiy that occurred off the coast of Canad= 

a. =A0NOAA/the USG broadly is not specifically mentioned of course, but 

we = 

are a Convention Party so will be associated with it. It will be released 

t= 

o the media, from the International Maritime Organization in London today. 

= 

=A0I have attached the media release version.</div> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<div><br></div><div>Best,</div><div>Allison and Richard<span><font 

color=3D= 

"#888888"><br clear=3D"all"><div><br></div>-- <br>Allison D. 

Reed<br>Intern= 

ational Affairs Specialist<br>Office of International Affairs<br> 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration<br> 

 

 

14th and Constitution Ave, NW<br> 

Washington, DC 20230<br><a href=3D"tel:%28202%29%20482-5144" 

value=3D"+1202= 

4825144" target=3D"_blank">(202) 482-5144</a><br><br><br> 

</font></span></div><span><font color=3D"#888888"> 

</font></span></div></blockquote></div></div><span><font 

color=3D"#888888">= 

<blockquote 

type=3D"cite"><div>&lt;OF.StatementOfConcern.docx&gt;</div></bl= 

ockquote></font></span></div><span><font color=3D"#888888"> 



</font></span></blockquote></div><span><font color=3D"#888888"><br><br 

clea= 

r=3D"all"><div><br></div>-- <br>Allison D. Reed<br>International Affairs 

Sp= 

ecialist<br>Office of International Affairs<br>National Oceanic and 

Atmosph= 

eric Administration<br> 

 

 

14th and Constitution Ave, NW<br> 

Washington, DC 20230<br><a href=3D"tel:%28202%29%20482-5144" 

value=3D"+1202= 

4825144" target=3D"_blank">(202) 482-5144</a><br><br><br> 

</font></span></div> 

</blockquote></div><br><br 

clear=3D"all"><div><br></div></div></div><div>--= 

 <br>Jana Goldman<br>Director<br>NOAA Communications @ NOAA 

Research<br>131= 

5 East West Highway<br>SSMC3 #11229<br>Silver Spring, MD 20910<br> 

<a href=3D"tel:301-734-1123" value=3D"+13017341123" 

target=3D"_blank">301-7= 

34-1123</a><br><a href=3D"mailto:jana.goldman@noaa.gov" 

target=3D"_blank">j= 

ana.goldman@noaa.gov</a><br> 

<br><br> 

</div></div> 

</blockquote></div><br><br clear=3D"all"><div><br></div>-- <br>Allison 

D. R= 

eed<br>International Affairs Specialist<br>Office of International 

Affairs<= 

br>National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration<br>14th and 

Constitution= 

 Ave, NW<br> 

 

Washington, DC 20230<br><a href=3D"tel:%28202%29%20482-5144" 

value=3D"+1202= 

4825144" target=3D"_blank">(202) 482-5144</a><br><br><br> 

</div> 

</div></div></blockquote></div><br><br clear=3D"all"><div><br></div>-- 

<br>= 

Allison D. Reed<br>International Affairs Specialist<br>Office of 

Internatio= 

nal Affairs<br>National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration<br>14th 

and = 

Constitution Ave, NW<br> 

Washington, DC 20230<br>(202) 482-5144<br><br><br> 

</div> 
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